INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is an old art of sending secret messages between sender and receiver. With the advancement of internet technologies, cryptography becomes a crucial aspect for secure communications to protect important data from eavesdroppers. Network security is most focused subject which is becoming more and more complex to maintain. As a result researchers are engaged to develop different cryptographic techniques [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10] to enhance network security. But each of these techniques has their own merits and demerits. In this paper a new symmetric key cryptographic technique SMBBOT based on session has been proposed. Section 2 of this paper contains the algorithms for encryption, decryption and key generation. Section 3 explains the proposed technique with an suitable example. Section 4 shows the results and comparisons of the proposed SMBBOT with TDES [11] and AES [12] . Section 5 deals with the analysis between above three techniques. Conclusions are drawn in the section 6.
ALGORITHMS
Three algorithms have been described in this section. First technique explains the encryption technique where as second one explains decryption technique of SMBBOT. Third algorithm explains the concept of session base key.
ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
It takes source source file / source stream i.e. plain text as input and generates encrypted file / encrypted stream i.e. cipher text as output.
Step1. The plain text is considered as a stream of finite no. of binary bits.
Step2. This binary string breaks into manageable-sized blocks with lengths (4*n) 2 Step3. Square matrix of order 4*n is generated for each block of length (4*n) 2 . The binary bits of the block are taken from MSB to LSB to fit into this square matrix following the rules of Spiral Matrix along clock-wise direction starting from the cell (1,1).
Step4. Square matrix of order 4*n splits into 4*n 2 no. of 2x2 sub-matrices. Bits are taken column-wise from all 2x2 sub-matrices to form encrypted block with length (4*n) 2 . The encrypted binary string is formed after taking the bits from all encrypted blocks.
Step5. The cipher text is formed after converting the encrypted binary string into characters.
DECRYPTION ALGORITHM
This algorithm takes encrypted file / encrypted stream i.e. cipher text as input and generates source file / source stream i.e. plain text as output.
Step1. The encrypted file i.e. the cipher text is considered as a binary bit stream.
Step2. After processing the session key information, this binary string breaks into predefined blocks with lengths (4*n)2 where n = ½, 1, 2, 3, … .
Step3. Square matrix of order 4*n is generated for each block of length (4*n) 2 . The binary bits of this block are taken from MSB to LSB to fit columnwise into 4*n 2 no. of 2x2 sub-matrices. Using all these 2x2 sub-matrices a single square matrix of suitable order is generated.
Step4. The decrypted block of length (4*n) 2 is generated after taking the bits from the square matrix following the reverse rule of Spiral Matrix. The decrypted binary string is formed after taking the bits from all decrypted blocks.
Step5. The plain text is regenerated after converting the decrypted binary string into characters.
GENERATION OF SESSION BASED KEY
During the encryption process a session based key is generated for one time use in a session of transmission to ensure much more security to SMBBOT. This technique divides the input binary bit stream dynamically into 16 portions, each portion is divided again into x no. of blocks with block length y bits. The final (i.e. 16 th ) portion is divided into x 16 no. of blocks with block length 4 bits (i.e. y 16 = 4). So no padding is required. Total length of the input binary string is given by x 1 * y 1 + x 2 * y 2 + …….. + x 16 * y 16 .
The values of x and y are generated dynamically. The session key contains the sixteen set of values of x and y respectively.
EXAMPLE
To illustrate the SMBBOT, let us consider a two letter's word "Go". The ASCII values of "G" and "o" are 71 (01000111) and 111 (01101111) respectively. So the binary bit representation of that word "Go" is "0100011101101111" which are taken into a block with length 16 bits [(4*n) 2 with n=1]. These bits are taken from MSB to LSB and fit into the square matrix of order 4 [(4*n) with n=1] following the concept of Spiral Matrix along clock-wise direction starting from (1,1) cell. Figure  1 shows the rules of Spiral Matrix. Now this square matrix splits into four [4*n 2 with n=1] 2x2 sub-matrices. The encrypted binary string is "0011010011101111" which is formed after taking the bits column-wise from all 2x2 submatrices. The equivalent decimal no. of two 8 bit binary numbers 00110100 and 11101111 are 52 and 239 respectively. 52 and 239 are the ASCII values of the characters 4 and ï respectively. So Go is encrypted as 4ï. For decryption process, exactly reverse steps of the above are followed. Figure 2 shows the flow diagram of SMBBOT. 
ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION TIMES
Taken time is the difference between processor clock ticks in starting and end. All times are in milliseconds (ms). Table 1 shows the encryption and decryption time for TDES, AES and SMBBOT. Figure 3 and figure 4 show the graphical representation of encryption and decryption times against the file size respectively. 
STUDY OF CHARACTER FREQUENCIES
Study of character frequencies has performed for all twenty files of table 1. Figure 5 shows the distribution of characters in the source file which is text file (file no 19  of table 1 with 
TESTS FOR NON-HOMOGENEITY
The test for goodness of fit (Pearson's χ 2 ) has been performed between the source files (expected) and the encrypted files (observed). The larger Chi-square values (compared with tabulated values) may confirm the higher degree of non-homogeneity between source and encrypted files. Table 2 contains the Chi-square values of twenty different files for TDES, AES and SMBBOT. Figure 9 shows the graphical representation of Chisquare values on logarithmic scale for TDES, AES and SMBBOT. 
ANALYSIS
Analyzing all the results given in section 4, following are the points obtained after comparing the three techniques TDES, AES and SMBBOT a) AES takes least times for encryption and decryption compare to other two. For TDES, both the times are 3 times more (approx.) than that of SMBBOT. b) Figure 3 and 4 show that the encryption and decryption times increases with the increase of input stream sizes. c) Figure 5 shows that the input bit stream contains some characters with very high and with very low frequencies and some characters with zero frequency. Figure 6 , 7 and 8 show that in encrypted files all characters with ASCII values ranging from 0 to 255 are distributed over a certain range. It is harder for a cryptanalyst to detect the original bit stream if the frequency spectrum is smoother. From this point of view, the degree of security of SMBBOT is very much comparable with that of TDES and AES.
d) Figure 9 indicates that the calculated Chi-square values are very high than that the tabulated ones which prove the high degree of non-homogeneity between the source and the encrypted bit stream for all three techniques. So the degree of security of SMBBOT is high and very much comparable with that of TDES and AES.
e) Avalanche, Strict Avalanche and Bit Independence measures are cryptographic test methods which measure the degree of security. Results indicate that the degree of security of SMBBOT is very high and is comparable with that of TDES and AES.
CONCLUSION
Some of the salient features of SMBBOT are summarized as follows a) The proposed SMBBOT is very straight forward and simple to understand.
b) The key information varies from session to session for any input bit stream which enhances the security features of the proposed technique. c) SMBBOT is applicable to ensure high security in message transmission of any form and very much comparable with industry accepted standards TDES and AES.
d) In the proposed session key, the numbers of blocks are taken as power of 3 including 0, which may limit the plain text size to a certain extent. However this value may be changed to any higher integer value i.e. more that 3 to accommodate the plain text of any size.
